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ALLIANCES
Our experience in the insurance business, consulting services, system development, deployment and
outsourcing results from a proven synergy with our partners’ technology and guarantees that our customers
shall obtain the solution they actually need.
Our partners are leader software and hardware suppliers.
Get more information about SISTRAN’s strategic alliances, including:

SISTRAN is a Microsoft Certified Partner and works with
Microsoft in order to provide next-generation solutions for
our customers. We are currently migrating all our products
to Microsoft.net architecture.
SISTRAN offers solutions that include the use of products of
the following Microsoft platforms:
MS SQL
MS Biztalk
MS Visual Studio
MS Sharepoint
MS Office 365 y versions anteriores
MS Azure

SISTRAN and Hyland join their efforts to offer a complete
solution for the Latin American insurance market aiming to
help insurance companies in the development and
management of their business information. Integration
between OnBase and SISE platforms speeds up software
deployments at lower costs in order to increase insurance
companies’ efficiency and offering better results.
Hyland OnBase, a leader solution in business data
management (ECM), combines document management,
records administration and process automation in a single
platform. With OnBase, insurance organizations efficiently
manage every kind of contents: from scanned documents,
faxes, print spoolers, application forms and electronic files
to network contents, multimedia files, e-mails and other
industry-related documents.
OnBase is a unique platform that covers -among other
processes- infeed tables, subscriptions and new business,
loss processing and complaint management. A single
product captures documents, automatizes processes,
generates work flows and shares files in a safe manner.

IBM Watson is an Artificial Intelligence computer system
capable of answering questions in natural language. It is
based on cognitive computing, capable of processing
information, learning, reasoning, memorizing, solving
problems and taking decisions.
All systems are able to process a huge quantity of
information; however, only the “artificial intelligence” has
the capacity to “learn” while processing it. This is
“intelligent analytics” or “cognitive analytics”-

Neolinks is a loss inspection video tool. It drastically
improves inspectors’ efficiency as they do not need to go to
the inspection place.

Our worldwide alliance program develops and
maintains strategic business relations with other
technology companies.

Scope Technologies provides integral innovative solutions
for Payment for Use or Payment as I Drive. It enables
insurance providers, fleet operators and post-sale service
providers to be innovative and successful in dynamic market
conditions.

ARPLATIA KMA offers software solution to Insurance
Companies with the purpose of reducing costs and fraud in
loss and repairs management as well as dead-times for
vehicles at car repair shops.
Management or repairs and damage claims permit focusing
on the business core with a maximum effort.
A sole valid partner centralizes administration,
communications and repairs’ invoicing, thus saving time and
resources of the insurance company.

PPS is a digital tool that allows insurance companies
channeling payments with important differences regarding
currently available options. It groups payment methods in a
single system; it is easy to integrate and it is exclusively
designed for the insurance market.

Worldsys is a leader company in regulatory compliance,
assets laundering prevention and solutions for financial
entities. It is possible to work only with lists verifications or
with a completely systematized compliance office.

AddAction is a Unique and Unified Database Model for
recording all interactions with customers at the different
stages of products and/or services of the Life Cycle, through
all contact channels, and independently from any software
product already installed.

Evicertia is a tool that generates evidence of companies’
certification, contracts & agreements, copies and
conformities. Standard certifications of insurance
companies are: insurance hiring, communications regarding
losses, documentation deliveries, etc.

